Big Rock Games® LLC 	
  
Mequon, Wisconsin – October 16th, 2012	
  
Big Rock Games® LLC is proud to announce that Tiamat ©, a 2D actionpuzzle game that challenges your memory, strategic skills, and hand-eye
coordination, is available on iPhone, iPad, and now also on Mac OS X. 	
  
The Game.	
  
Tiamat © is a marble matching, puzzle game where matching
symbols is just the beginning! Race against the clock as you
reveal and match all the symbols in a string before you get
overwhelmed. Grab power-ups quickly to retake the
advantage! Make consecutive matches to get the highest
possible score. Tiamat offers unique strategic twists not
found in other marble matching games! Tiamat
simultaneously challenges your memory, hand-eye
coordination and strategic skills.	
  
Tiamat© has a custom set of matching symbols that are
displayed as a string of balls enters the playing area. The
player must try to memorize the location of these symbols
as best as possible, while forming a strategic plan to make matches. Once a string has
entered, the symbols are hidden inside the rolling marbles. The player clicks on any two
marbles within a single string, revealing the symbol inside. If both color and symbol match,
the marbles are cleared from the string. Make combos by making several matches in a row.
Power-ups may spawn at any time and can give any of three possible effects: revealing a
match in the current string, allotting extra time, or slowing down all strings for a few
moments.	
  
Venture across fifty levels comprised of ten unique paths with beautiful graphics, getting the
highest score possible. Match symbols to form combos for huge scores. Match bonuses to
gain the edge you need to conquer each level. Join in the excitement and experience the
fun of Tiamat HD©.	
  
Can you conquer Tiamat HD©? Find out on today!	
  
About Big Rock Games® LLC	
  
Big Rock Games® LLC has been creating high quality, entertaining iOS games since 2011.
Tiamat HD© is their third game released for the iOS platform and their first for Mac OS X.
Big Rock Games® LLC is located in Mequon, Wisconsin. 	
  
Contact:	
  
info@bigrockgames.com

